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A world in deep and rapid 
transformation

Scenarios for 2050 Power distribution systems are 
at the heart of the energy
transition and the role of DSOs
will evolve
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Enedis: key figures

38 754
employees

1.4 m km
power lines

37 millions
customers

540 000
connected generators

34 GW

€ 15.3 b
turnover

365
concession
contracts

€ 4,4 b
CAPEX

€ 5.0 b
EBITDA

386 419
new customers 

connected during 
year 2021

(all figures are for year 2021)
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A world in deep 
and rapid 
transformation



A global context disrupted by several transitions taking place in parallel: 
economic, digital, technological, ecological, demographic and civilizational transition
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The power distribution systems are at the crossroads of several on-going transitions…
and the pace of change is accelerating strongly!

Energy transition
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Sustainable development

‒

‒
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‒

Digital revolution Societal transformations



The technological challenges are numerous and many impact the 
business of the electricity distributor

( )
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Scenarios for 
2050



Global 2050 scenarios (IEA) 
Electrification leads the way to net-zero



Global 2050 scenarios (IEA) 
Improving the efficiency of electricity use is critical  



Global 2050 scenarios (IEA) 
Renewables drives the electricity mix transformation



2050 scenarios for France – Enedis analysis 
Prospective elements of the public electricity distribution network at the 2050 horizon
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To support the energy transition by 2050, Enedis anticipates the evolution of the distribution network, 
at the local and national level.

Enedis prospective study: objectives and approach

An innovative approach for a detailed and 
scenario-based study

The 3 objectives of a “scenario approach”

Anticipate the industrial 
future of the distribution 
network

Making concrete the possible 
futures for each territory

Demography
• Population
• Household structure
• Age structure

Major local projects
• Local development projects
• Extension or dev. of industrial, 

tertiary or agricultural sites
• Public transport projects

• Evolution of the load factor and annual 
producible

• Regional production/consumption balance

Renewable energy
• Installed capacities and DER 

projects evolution

Mobility
• Development of the electric vehicle
• Electrification of public transport

Buildings
• Housing and tertiary buildings
• Characteristics of buildings
• Construction and renovation

Use of electricity
• Heating, air conditioning, domestic hot 

water, cooking, specific uses (140 uses)
• Equipment rate and utilization rate
• Energy efficiency
• Electrical intensity of industrial, tertiary and 

agricultural sectors

Industry, tertiary and agriculture
• Production of industrial branches
• Workforce and surfaces of the tertiary 

branches
• Area and livestock per farm
• Energy efficiency and substitution between 

energies

More than 300 local parameters and 300 
national parameters are considered

Give orders of magnitude of the 
costs of adapting the electricity 
distribution network



The example of demography in Brittany:

Population growth rate between 2020 and 2050 (%)



Four scenarios

01 Stagnation

Economic stagnation and slowed ecological 
transition

02 Continuity

Steady economic growth and continuation 
of current energy trajectory

03 Transition

Heaviest load on the distribution network: 
strong growth in the economy, population and 
DER, 100% renewable energy

04 Disruption

Steady economic growth, preponderant 
photovoltaic production and chosen sobriety

Population growth

Economic growth

Development of energy
efficiency

Development of electric uses 
(other than electric vehicles)

Development of 
electric mobility

Development of 
renewables



Main conclusions

The growth in consumption 

remains moderate, between 0.3% 

and 1.2% per year by 2050

Locally, solar and wind generation 

will be increasingly often at the 

origin of the most constraining 

situations for the distribution 

network

Local production alone cannot 

ensure power supply continuity at 

local level  

The development of storage 

devices for seasonal energy 

transfers is needed in scenarios 

with a preponderance of wind 

and diffuse solar production

Investments in the distribution 

network will increase and will 

depend heavily on the local share 

of wind and solar generation

01

02

03

04
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The growth in consumption remains moderate, between 0.3% and 1.2% per year by 
2050
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Locally, solar and wind generation will be increasingly often at the origin of the most 
constraining situations for the distribution network

Example for a primary substation located in the Loire Region
Comparison of the hourly power profile on the annual peak day (net value - production minus consumption)  
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3 major changes of the local peak :

‣ Its level is multiplied by 2.5

‣ It is no longer at the end but in the middle of the day

‣ It is driven by production and no longer by 

consumption



Local production alone cannot ensure power supply continuity at local level  

Example : Load curve forecast for the Occitanie region on the network managed by Enedis 
(one winter week in 2050 - transition scenario )  
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The development of storage devices for seasonal energy transfers is needed in some 
scenarios

Regional production and consumption 
profile (Occitania) forecast for 2050 
in the case of the “transition scenario” 
during a winter week on the distribution 
network

Regional production and consumption 
profile of the same region (Occitanie) 
in 2050 in the case of the “transition 
scenario” but during a summer week



Investments in the distribution network will increase and will depend heavily on the 
local share of wind and solar generation

• The increase in the number of customers, production facilities, uses and their 
fluctuations require strengthening and extending the network

• Depending on the scenarios, the investments to support the energy transition could 
vary from simple to double, between 2 and 4 billion Euros per year on average over 
the period from 2020 to 2050
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Power distribution 
systems are at the 
heart of the energy 
transition 
and the role of DSOs 
will evolve 



1 5 6 73

The major trends which characterize the energy transition are all connected 
to power distribution systems

Global power 
demand in the world 
will grow by 60% 

by 2040

Electrification 
of power uses

79%
of new 

electricity 
production 

capacities in the 
world will be 

renewable energies

Massive RES 
intégration

PPA

Flexibility will each  

15% of the total 
energy mix in 2050

Storage and 
flexibility

Data becomes 
ubiquitous 

throughout the chain

Full Digitalisation

Energy autonomy at 
different levels

Sobriety and 
local 

optomization
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Executive 
Summary

5 62 3
The system becomes more complex as many new players emerge



The role of DSOs will evolve (1/2)

• Managing intermittency: adding intelligence to enable the activation of flexibilities
• Which flexibility sources ?

• Smart connection contracts, flexibility contracts
• Multi-energy

• New ways to plan and develop the network
• Forecast wind and solar generation, forecast demand and take account of correlations
• Take account of flexibilities

• New ways to plan the operation of the system and its control
• Forecast generation and demand, identify possible congestions
• Define which flexibility resources should be activated, activate them and implement ex-post

control
• New DSO-TSO interface

• Allow a fast development of electric mobility
• Forecast need for mobility, forecast power demand, anticipate investment needs
• Smart charging and V2G

• Adapt to the development of new solutions
• Decarbonized hydrogen



The role of DSOs will evolve (2/2)

• Fulfill the mission of neutral metering data manager
• Allow the development, by market players, of new services

• Play a key role in the ecological transition
• Facilitate the development of citizens energy communities and of green and local

certificates for energy
• Design and implement services allowing customers and local territories to develop

energy efficiency projects
• Assist local decision makers in the design and implementation of local energy policies



How the energy
transition will
impact distribution 
system resiliency

27
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Resiliency and power distribution systems

Events to consider 

•

•

•

•

Resiliency is different from reliability 

•

We lack a recognized indicator of the level of resiliency of a power 
distribution system 

•

Power distribution systems provide a critical service  

•
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Solutions implemented to increase resiliency 

CAPEX  

• Replace overhead lines by underground cables in 
wooded areas

• Protect substations against floods

• Increased network redundancy

• Invest in asset spares for repair

Network control and automation  

• Automatic self-healing

• Use of smart meters and metering infrastructure for 
diagnosis

• IoT based fault location  

Operations and crisis management  

• Crisis management (FIRE – Force d’Intervention Rapide 
Electricité)
 Well defined processes
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Impact of the energy transition

New risks 

• Intermittent / non controllable production

• Increased dependency on IT systems

• System wide generation/demand unbalance

• Stability of systems with low inertia

• More complex system with many stakeholders       
and interdependencies (DSO, TSO, new service 
providers, etc.) 

New opportunities

• Reduced dependency on imported fossil fuels

• Micro-grids: use of decentralized generation 
and V2G to maintain power  ?
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The electrical system adapted to the energy transition will be more dependent on IT systems

New risks 

• Increased dependency on IT systems

• More frequent cyber attacks

Mitigation actions

• NIS directive

• Cybersecurity network code

• Edge computing



How climate
change will impact 
power distribution 
networks
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Impact of climate change (preliminary results - to be consolidated)

Wind and storms  

• no major change

Forest and brush fires

• strong increase in areas at risk

Floods  

• increased risk

Sticky snow  

• lower risk

Extreme cold  

• no major change

Heat waves

• increase in the number of very hot 
days



ANNEXES
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Acceleration of the dynamics of 
renewables connection

French Energy Policy objectives for 
2028 :   
• 78 GW,

including 70 GW connected to Enedis
networks (versus 34 Gw in 2021)

• 1 million renewable energy production 
facilities 

600 000 renewable energy production 
facilities connected to the distribution 
network by mid-2022,

148 000 self consumer at the end of 2021

34 GW renewable generation connected to 
the network 

90% of renewable energy production facilities 
are connected to the distribution network 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

PV power installed per year 

PV (MV)
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Accelerated development of electric 
mobility

950 000 electric vehicules and PHEV 
(June 2022)

1 Million charging points in France  
(March 2022) 
Close to 62 000 charging points 
accessible to public (March 2022)

+11 000 connection requests for public 
charging points in 2021 vs 3 200 in 2020, 
i.e. x3,5

+200 projects developped in partnership
Fast charging stations for cars, bus stations, 
large boats charging in harbors, smart 
charging and V2G

Enedis forcast for 2035 :   
• 17 millions electric vehicules
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La gestion locale des flux, une activité qui s’intensifie 
et se diversifie avec la transition écologique

•

•

•
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Flexibilités EnR
• Reflex
• ORA producteurs

• Heures pleines heures creuses
• Schéma d’exploitation du réseau normal secours, été/hiver
• Régleur en charge U sur les TR des postes sources

Flexibilités consommation
• flex mountain

Contraintes HTB
• Limitation EnR

Consommer local et vert :
• Synchronisation prod conso
• Heures creuses solaires
• Stockage
• Smart charging
• V2G

Pour les 
besoins 
du RPD

Pour les 
besoins 
de tiers

Autoconsommation
• individuelle
• collective

Contribution à l’EOD



Locally, 

Example for 
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